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Preface
The goal of this guide is to demonstrate the installation of Cucumber and EclEmma and their usage
to help solve the extra homework of the System Modeling course.

1 Preparation
The goal of this guide is to demonstrate the installation of Cucumber and EclEmma and their usage
to help solve the extra homework of the System Modeling course.

Attention! This guide is compatible with Yakindu version 3.5.2, Cucumber version 0.0.23, and
EclEmma version 3.1.3. Please make sure you use these as with other versions compatibility issues
might occur!

2 Installing necessary components
The extra homework is strongly dependent on the mandatory homework. Thus we assume, that the
installation of Yakindu was successful, as was solving the homework.

2.1 Cucumber

During this exercise test cases must be written using the Gherkin language. Cucumber provides an
interface to do so. To install Cucumber:

– Open the Eclipse instance you used to solve your mandatory homework
– Help > Install new software
– Make sure, the option Contact all update sites… is not checked!
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– Enter https://cucumber.io/cucumber-eclipse/update-site in the Work with field
– Choose Cucumber Eclipse Plugin
– Further installation follows the Next, Next, Finish scheme

After installation you will be asked to restart Eclipse. It is not required yet!
Comment. During installation the installer might ask if you wanted to install the component, as it does not have correct
certificate. In this case, choose Install anyway option.

2.2 EclEmma

By the evaluation of test cases, code coverage is an important aspect. EclEmma is a tool that helps
measure the different coverage aspects of test suites. To install EclEmma, follow this guide:

– Open the Eclipse instance you used to solve your mandatory homework
– Help > Install new software
– Make sure, the option Contact all update sites… is not checked!
– Enter http://update.eclemma.org/ in the Work with fied
– Choose EclEmma Java Code Coverage
– Further installation follows the Next, Next, Finish scheme

After installation you will be asked to restart Eclipse. This time restart it!
Comment. During installation the installer might ask if you wanted to install the component, as it does not have correct
certificate. In this case, choose Install anyway option.

3 Setting up project

3.1 Importing project

First download the Cucumber starting project. This should be a .zip file. After that:

– Open Eclipse (in which you previously installed the components)-
– File > Import… > Existing Projects into Workspace
– Choose Select archive file and look for the downloaded .zip
– Finish

The project will contain compile errors, as it is missing your homework. You can check these errors,
in the Problems view:

– The import hu.bme.mit.inf.symod.homework.generic cannot be resolved
– TesterAPI cannot be resolved to a type

3.2 Setting Build path

To solve the errors, the build path must be configured properly:

– Right click hu.bme.mit.inf.symod.homework.cucumber project > Build Path > Configure Build
Path

– In window Java Build Path choose Projects tab Add… > Choose your homework > Ok

Megjegyzés. The method above only works, if your homework is opened in the workspace that you imported the
Cucumber project into.

Figyelem! Make sure, that your mandatory and extra homework use the same JDK!
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4 Writing and running tests

4.1 Writing tests

In Yakindu, open the following file of the new project: sr-
c/hu.bme.mit.inf.symod.homework.cucumber/chessclock.feature. If you made the preparation and
installation successfully, a new editor should appear, in which you can write tests for your chess clock.
Below you can read a simple test example that tries all the buttons of the clock:

Scenario: Basic test: Pressing each button.
Given a fresh chess clock
When I press the WHITE button
And I press the BLACK button
And I press the MOD button
And I press the START button
Then NO BEEP should be made

You will find similar examples when opening the above file. These examples will help you to understand
the syntax of the Gherkin test description language. However, these examples are not necessarily valid
tests of your check clock, they may even explicitly contradict to your specification. Your task is to
write your own test cases.
Look for requirements in the specification document of your chess clock, and write your tests in the
chessclock.feature file. It may help your work if you use CTRL+Space hot key that offers all possible
completion at the given position in the test description.
For further documentation on the test tool visit its webpage1.

4.2 Running tests

You can execute your already described test cases by the help of the CucumberCoverage.launch config-
uration. Besides running your test cases, it will measure the code coverage metrics of your test suite.
(If configured properly.)
To run your tests:

– Right click CucumberCoverage.launch
– Coverage As… > CucumberCoverage

After running the test cases, the JUnit view informs you about the results of the individual tests. If a
test fails, then there is an error either in your test description or in your test clock model. Correct it!
In the Coverage window, you can see the coverage metrics of your test suite on the source code
generated from your chess clock model. The detailed coverage report include many details that are
irrelevant for your task. We are only interested in the coverage of the code that implements the chess
clock itself: the ChessClockStatemachine.java file. Your goal has to be to completely cover the
functions, which implement the transitions (check_, react_, effect_ functions) and the functions,
which implement entering and exiting the states (enterSequence_, exitSequence_ functions) within
this file. In the right top corner of the view, you can find a down facing triangle icon, by this you can
choose Method Counters mode, but the default Instruction Coverage mode is also applicable. It is out
of the scope of this task to cover all the other parts of the generated code, e.g. the fault handler parts.
For more information about the EclEmma tool visits its webpage2.
Comment. While running Cucumber, it is possible that you encounter warnings about invalid reflection in the Console
view. You should ignore these warnings!

1https://cucumber.io/cucumber-eclipse/
2http://www.eclemma.org/userdoc/index.html
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5 Downloading and submitting

First and foremost check the site3 of the System Modeling course for detailed information about
requirements and deadlines.

5.1 Downloading your homework

You can check your task on the homework page of the course. You can download the Cucumber
starting project from there, which should be a .zip file.

5.2 Submitting your homework

You can submit your homework using the Homework Portal, by choosing Extra homework.
You must submit a .zip file that contains only the file chessclock.feature and a .pdf that contains
the documentation for your solution. Make sure, these files are in the root of the .zip file.

Attention! If the .zip file contains anything else than the required files, your submission will
be rejected!

Attention! Submitting a new solution irrecoverably deletes your former solution!

5.3 Oral examination

After submitting your homework, you must partake in an oral examination regarding your solution.
More information will be available on the site of the course.

3https://inf.mit.bme.hu/en/edu/courses/remo-en
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